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“There Is Never Going To Be A Building Like This In The U.S.”: Gensler...has good reason to gloat this month...Asia’s tallest building...125-floor Shanghai Tower – topped off to favorable press...Q&A with 78-year-old founder Art Gensler...about the keys to the company’s success in China, the outlook for Gensler’s business here...– Forbes

Spanish skyscraper missing elevators in monster goof: ‘Standard for the Future’ or sign of current decline? What goes up must walk down. In what will surely go down in history as one the greatest architectural blunders, the town of Benidorm in Alicante, Spain, had almost completed its 47-story InTempo skyscraper when it realized it excluded plans for elevator shafts. -- Roberto Perez Guerras Architects [images]– NY Daily News

Proposals for Washington Post Headquarters Unveiled: ...has a new owner in Amazon chief Jeff Bezos, but its plans for a new headquarters are only beginning to materialize...Were [it] to move to any of these proposed buildings...the newspaper would be taking up root in a transitional neighborhood. By Kriston Capps -- HKS Architects; EE&K a Perkins Eastman Company; HOK/StreetSense/Esocoff and Associates; Davis Carter Scott; Gensler; WDG [images]– Architect Magazine

“Innovation and the City, Part II”: report profiles 25 of the best policy innovations from cities across the U.S. and around the globe...identified some of the boldest and most inventive urban policy reforms of the last decade. By Adam Forman, David Giles, Neil Kleiman and Jae Ko– Center for an Urban Future (CUF) / NYU Wagner

“Top 10 Coolest Car Parks in the World”: the shortlist...“represents some of the most ingenious and carefully considered architecture out there.” -- Rapp & Rapp (1926); Architectenbureau Paul de Rutter; Allies & Morrison; Herzog & de Meuron; Henriquez Partners Architects; Teresa Sapey Estudio de Arquitectura; Arquitectonica; Axel Peemoeller; Willmotte & Associés [images]– BD/Building Design (UK)

Call for entries: 6th Annual London International Creative Competition; deadline: September 1- London International Creative Competition (LICC)

Call for entries: John Jacob Astor Competition: new developments and redevelopments of commercial and investment property, or mixed-use buildings; no fee; deadline: September 13- EXPO REAL / Messe München

The Blob That Could Eat Los Angeles: The history of our ill-fated Los Angeles County Museum of Art is told in “The Presence of the Past: Peter Zumthor Reconsiders LACMA”: I’m a fan of Zumthor, but this building could be cool almost anywhere else. By Julie D. Taylor [images]– ArchNewsNow

Nuts + Bolts #5: Why Mid-Sized Design Firms Should Hire a Director of Operations: Hiring a DOO has the potential to significantly increase revenues while creating an environment where designers design, not manage! By Michael Bernard, AIA, and Mary Breuer– ArchNewsNow
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